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Container Roll Out Platform (CROP)

PART # SB9119S CROP

®

Dimensions Ext. Length Ext. Height* Ext. Width Deck Length Deck Height** Deck Width

Feet/Inches 19' 3" 5' 2 7/8" 7' 7 1/2" 18' 1" 10 1/8" 7' 5"

Metric 5,867 1,626 2,416 5,618 267 2,261
* measured from top of A-Frame

CROP inside a 20' ISO container.

CROP Tare Weight Payload Gross Weight

Lbs. 3,680 32,570 36,250

Kg. 1,669 14,774 16,443

— CROP PRIMARY DESIGN FEATURES — 

a. The CROP is capable of being loaded and handled at cargo
consolidation points and warehouses with common commercial style
Materials Handling Equipment (MHE) as well as being handled with
the airport ground handling roller systems.  One set of fork pockets is
provided on the side and a second set is provided on the front of the
CROP.

b. The CROP has tie down apertures designed to accommodate a new
military 3" strap & ratchet system for positive securement of a variety
of ammunition to the CROP.  This Sea Box design offers a total of 19
sets of tie down points.

c. The CROP has a built in ral and securement system using internal
corner post locks for alignment and restraint of a loaded CROP within
an ISO container.  Screw out type locks engage with recesses of the
corner posts to restrain the platform inside the container.

d. It is possible to stack and secure eight (8) empty CROPs within an
ISO container for retrograde shipment.  The CROPs can be stacked
upon each other by MHE or the PLS truck.  The stacked module can
be moved and carried by the PLS truck or trailer.

e. Since loads would be inside a closed ISO 20' container, it provides
required security for Category I, II and III munitions as well as
environmental protection for all cargo.


